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The security of digital communications is backed by cryptographic algorithms.
Recently, novel algorithms, known as "Post Quantum Cryptography" (PQC),
have been promoted.
Their adoption affects basic trust foundations such as key exchange, data
signature and information encryption.
PQC algorithms are based on underlying problems which are hard to solve
both by quantum and classical computers.
This leads to two tracks of work: the assurance in their rationale, and the
security in the way they are implemented.
Regarding the first point, it is on good tracks, as several competitions and
standardization initiatives have been launched.
For instance, some hash-based signature schemes are already available as
IETF RFC and it is taken for granted that some lattice-based and code-based
algorithms will make it as standards.
In this special issue, we aim to tackle the second point.
Indeed, PQC algorithms must be ready to be implemented in products which
shall not be attackable using side-channel information.
These weaknesses are now well understood, as there are even some certification schemes in place (Common Criteria, ISO/IEC 17825, etc.).
But the application of countermeasures to side-channel attacks on PQC algorithms is still at its infancy.
They deserve a more formal processing, based on implementation of specific algorithmic protections.
The techniques employed in cryptographic algorithms protection against
side-channels is nourished by several mathematical fields.
For instance, randomization and coding are used as building blocks for sidechannel resistance, and error correcting codes are leveraged for fault attack
detection.
We therefore welcome contributions of side-channel attacks protection, applied to PQC.
Original works, mathematically-oriented, are welcomed, on the following
topics:
- Constant-time PQC algorithms
- Masking schemes for PQC algorithms
- Error detection schemes for PQC algorithms
- Countermeasures at PQC primitive level
- Leakage resilient schemes applied to PQC algorithms
- White-box or obfuscated implementations of PQC
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